
                                        The Battle of Tewkesbury. 

 

On the 4
th

 May 1471 the armies of the Houses of York & Lancaster fought on the fields around 

the small Town of Tewkesbury in Gloucestershire, less than half a mile from the great  

Benedictine Abbey that towered over the surrounding countryside. 

This was the Wars of the Roses & Edward IV had secured the Kingship after the devastating 

battle at Towton 10 years previously.  

The armies there had been enormous numbering 30,000 to 35,000 on either side, it was the 29
th

 

of March and a bitterly cold & snowy day. The wind blew strongly into the faces of the 

Lancastrian army & their arrowstorm fell short of their enemy. That same wind however 

carried the arrows of the Yorkists straight to their foes. Confusion reigned & as with many 

battles from this period the cry of treachery rang out. In the rout that followed the slaughter 

was terrible & by the end of the day some 28,000 were dead, the majority of them, 

Lancastrians.  

Edward of March took the crown and the weak King Henry VI was imprisoned in the Tower of 

London. Henry’s wife Margaret & son Edward went into exile in France but 10 years later 

crossed the channel to regain the English throne, their armies met at Tewkesbury. 

The armies that fought at Tewkesbury were small in comparison to those of Towton, about 

5,000 Yorkists & 6,000 Lancastrians but the prize was the same & so was the ferocity. In 

battles preceding the Wars of the Roses it was generally the ‘common soldier’ that suffered the 

most being slaughtered after defeat in battle whilst their Lords & ‘Betters’ were taken for 

ransom. Things were however now very different, no thought was given to ‘quarter’ nor 

ransom, the Nobles were either slain in battle or brutally executed afterwards. 

The armour of the day was at its height of perfection, the rich had beautifully sculpted suits 

that fitted perfectly, the common soldiery by this time were professionals & had the best they 

could afford, part solid plate, part padded ‘jacks’ that gave them protection and mobility. But 

as with any arms race the weapons available were fit for purpose. Long swords to batter your 

foe to the ground yet elegantly pointed to seek out those vulnerable chinks in the armour, 

heavy axes & maces meant to bend armour until it was useless & had to be removed, pole arms 

adapted from agricultural use to beat crush or slice into the enemy. And the archers, armed 

with bows capable of shooting 300 yards, arrows with different points for penetrating armour 

or mutilating the mighty warhorses & when the enemy was close or wounded axes & clubs to 

beat them to death, needle pointed daggers to slip betwixt the armoured joints beneath the 

armpit into the heart & lungs or up into the groin or through the visor slits of the helmets. 

So that is the history of Tewkesbury, and history is one of my passions. Not so much the great 

deeds, more so the part played by the ‘little’ man. That is probably what got me into re-

enactment, a chance to discover what the ‘Universal Soldier’ felt & endured. Over the last 30 

years I’ve stood on Senlac hill near Hastings & watched the Norman heavy infantry climb with 

slow inevitability to the top whilst the archers, crossbowmen & cavalry pelted the Saxon shield 

wall with arrows, bolts & javelins, the ground echoing with their advance, I’ve slept in ditches 

whilst Union infantry trudged past just yards away, sat freezing all night (for just one night!) in 

a trench waiting for the morning ‘stand to’ whistle. All just re-enactment, lacking that real fear 

that combat brings but both interesting & useful all the same. 
My days of fighting in the line at Tewkesbury are done, too old, too fat & too unfit. I gave up 

about 4 years ago on a boiling hot day when I could no longer breathe properly after just half 

an hours combat. Now I’m further back in the lines with the archers. It is easier but not easy. 

Depending on your archery captain you are shooting between 40 & 120 shafts in the battle 

display, this year was approximately 60, so an entire evenings shooting compressed into about 

30 minutes. 

For the last 30 years the ‘Plantagenet Society’ have staged a re-enactment at Tewkesbury and 

numbers of participants have steadily increased to over 1200 & the quality & accuracy of the 

equipment used is now superb. They traditionally hold their medieval festival on the second 



weekend of July rather than early may (the actual battle date). I’ve been lucky enough to be a 

part of it for over 20 years, from the early days of dodgy armour, army surplus helmets & 

jackboots with swords & polearms made out of leaf springs from old vans to now when people 

travel from France, Belgium, Germany & even Eastern Europe to either take part or sell their 

wares at the vast market on the battlefield site. A Knights armour can cost several thousand 

pounds & even the humble ‘man at arms’ or archer may well be carrying equipment worth a 

thousand. 

At the end of the day it is a re-enactment, a spectacle that hopefully pleases the thousands of 

spectators that crowd in to watch it every year & it certainly seems to. At the end of it you are 

hot, sweaty & knackered, dehydrated too & all you really want to do it drop out of your 

armour, corslet, jack or whatever & pour water over yourself. Joe public however want to chat 

and they don’t care that you are half naked & par boiled. It is all very odd! 

Anyhow, this year your very own Martin Landon joined the admittedly rather depleted ranks 

of the Gascon Companye, mercenaries avec panache. Alas too late our friend learned he was 

fighting for the Yorkist cause but within an instant he gamely transformed himself from the 

jovial, chirpy chappy Lancastrian we know & love into a dour & miserable git (stereotyping or 

what!). 

A good time was indeed had by all. However, the sobering side to re-enactment is looking 

back on the days events. I was hit 9 times in the arrow storms & I believe Martin took 3 hits. 

Of mine, 3 were fairly superficial, either glancing blows or foot shots, but maybe enough to 

put you out of the battle, 3 more would have required some sort of surgical removal (thigh, 

side or shoulder) & the final 3 would have been mortal, front chest, side chest & neck. Luckily 

nowadays we use rubber blunts but as Martin will verify, they too hurt when they hit you & I 

could’nt help but notice that although he’d been practicing some period oaths, “Gods breath” I 

believe it was, he did slip back into the common vulgar vernacular at times! 

 

Epilogue 

 

The day done, a curry & a cold beer in the offing & yet tragedy lay waiting, lurking to punish 

the unwary. The casual slam of a car door, that awful splintering sound as the tip of the 

longbow ceases to exist, ouch! There is always a lesson to be learned! 


